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Introiluction

The duality for the cohomology of sheaves arose first in connection with
the Riemann-Roch theorem. The proof of the classical Riemann-Roch
formula for a compact non-singular analytic curve x depend.s on the fact
that the spaces

Ht(X;:t) and Hr(X;=t-l8 a)

are dual for all invertible sheaves 9t on x. Here o denotes the sheaf
of germs of holomorphic differential forms on x. This duality theorem
was generalized, by Serre for locally free sheaves of finite type on compact
analytic manifolds (Serre [s]). His proof depends on the use of d,istributions
for the construction of resolutions of sheaves.

Later, Grothendieck generalized the duality theorem in several ways
(cf. Hartshorne [3] for the algebraic case). An essential point of his method
is the notion of residual complex which replaces d.istributions. on the other
hand, serre observed that his proof may be extended. to coherent analytic
sheaves which are not locally free, provided it can be shown that the ring
of germs of C--functions al, a point, of C" is flat over the ring of germs of
holomorphic functions. Malgrange has proved. this by means of division
of d.istributions, thus extending serre's duality theorem (Malgrange [4]).

In this paper, we prove the duality theorem for coherent, analytic
sheaves, without d.ivision of distributions following a suggestion of Grothen-
dieck according to an oral communication by Malgrange. The proof depends
on localisation and on spectral sequences for passing to the global case.
rn addition, we calculate the cohomology groups with compact supports
locally by an inductive argument. rrence distributions are wholly d.ispensed
with.

l. Ext with supports

Let X by a topological space and
and 'q be @r-Modules.

Let g be a family of supports on X
(7,9) the subgroup of lfom, ,(7,91

'@ x a sheaf of rings on X. Let 1

(G, p. 133). We denote by Hom, ,ox
which consists of homomorphisms
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with support in q. fn the abelian category of @*-Modules, each object

has a injective resolution (G, p. 261). Hence the derived. functors of

j ,- Hom*,d16 F,9)

exist. fn fact,let 7' h"aresolution "f I by injective @*-Mod.ules. Then

the cohomology groups H"(Homn,ox(7,7'» are ind.ependent of the

resolution l'. They d.epend functorially on 7 and. (€1 , ar.:d are denoted

by ExL|,6*(7,fl). Clearly Ext|,p* (7,'q): Hom,,ö1(V,9), since the

latter is left exact.
In the case 7 : @* we ha'i'e

Homr,d; (@",9): r"fg)
and hence

Ext|,oy(@*,9) : Ul(X;fl) .

In what follows we are mainly concerned with two families of supports.

X'irst, if g consists of all closed. subsets of X, we obtain the ordinary
Ext groups

Ext!* 17,'€1)

(cf. G, p. 263). In this case the symbol g is trad.itionally omitted.
In the second. place, we shall consid.er the family c of all closed compact

subsets of X. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then the famill.
c is paracompactifying (G, p. 150).

Let U be an open subset of X. Then the restrict'ion map

Homr* (7, 9)-> Hom6*, u (J lU,' (i la)

induces homomorphisms of derived' functors

Ext[, (7 , 9) -> Ext[* p (v lU , 'q la) .

Thus

U r--> F.xtg*1 u (J lU, I lU)

becomes a presheaf r,vhich is denoted. by ext[, (7,'q).
Let lI be an open co\rer of X. For eachpresheaf 9l of abeliangroups

on X, we denote by C'(11; tl) thealternating cochain complexoft'henerve
of u with coefficients defined by -t. This complex may be augmented

by a canonical homomorphism -'1'(X) + C0(11;92). The cohomolog5rgroups

of C'(tl;et) are denoted by H'(11;4) .
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Proposition 1.1. Let J and, '$ be '(a*-Mod,ules. Then, for each operu

couer lL of X, there is a spectral sequence E with

Dor, : Ce (ll; exilq.* 11,'€1))

conaerging to E.xt 6* (1,9) .

Proof: Let 7' be an injective resolution of '(1, and.denotebr- :L'
the complex of sheaves ')(.,o,.öx!,7'). Let us consid.er the d.ouble com-

plex C" with

Cpc - en(ll;rtt)

(cf. G, p. 2I0). The first spectral sequence of C" converges to U'1C'(Ll '-C')),
and

'81' : Qt(ll; Ht(:t!') )

where Hr(*.') denotesthe presheaf U r- Hq(f(U;:t')). Clearly Hc(:[:' ) :
extq6r(ll,'€/) .

On the other hand, the sheaves lc -)(emöx(:1,7\ are flabb5' (G,.

p. 261. Then the second spectral sequence of C" degenerat'es. and the
augmentation

f €t') " > C' (17; '.t')

induces an isomorphism on the cohomolog;, of simple complexes

Bxt[" (7,'q) -;. H"(C'(Il;tt')) .

Hence the first spectral sequence of C" has the desired properties.

fn the rest, of this section, we shall assume that -f is a locallv compact'
Hausdorff space. Ilence the family c is parq,compactifying. Jf U is an
open subset of X, we continue to d.enote by c the family cla of compact
sets contained in U.

Leb t!, be a sheaf of abelian groups on X. For each open subset U
of X, rrye set '-t"(U): l"(U;9t). Each section s € l"(U;'-L) may be
continuously extended. to X by zero. Ilence there are natural injections
t[,"((]) --> =t"(V) for open sets V ) Ll. Thus 9Z" ma5, be consid.erecl as

a precosheaf.
Let tl be an opencoverof X. Foreachprecosheaf ?I of abeliangroups

on X, we denote by C.(tt; 2I) the alternating chain complex of the nerve
of 11 with coefficients defined by ?I. This complex may be augmented
bv a canonical homomorphism %(1I; ?I)-* U(X). The homologY groups
of C.(§; !I) are d.enoted by 11.(11;8I).
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Lei '-t' be a complex of sheaves on X. Let us consid.er the double
complex C" with

Cpc : C_pQJ;Aq") .

The first filtration of C" is regular, giving rise to a convergent spectral
sequence with

'Elo : C _001; Hc(*;)) .

}Jerc Hq('L") denotes the precosheaf U e->Ht(1"(U;=1.')).
The convergence of the second spectral sequence is not obvious. We

shall only consider the case in which the sheaves 4c arc c-soft.

Lemma 1.2. Let M: (U,)0.,., be a fi,ni,te open couer of X, and, let
1, be a c-soft sheaf on X. Then the compler

C.(fi;:{")

is acycl,ic in d,imensions p ) 0, and, the augmentation malt ,ind,uces an ,i,so-

morphi,sm

Ho$l;:1") ---> l"('-{) .

Proof: Let §, bethefamilyof (p*l)-tuples §:(00,...,ir) such

U" : Lf io...ip : (J;o(1 . . . (1 U,o ,

and d.enote by l,:9Lr0...r, t'he sheaf '-tu", exte\sion of :tiU" lty zerc

(G, p. 140). Then the sheaves lL", as 'ir.ell a,s their direct sums

'€oQl;tt) : 
"A:,, 

,

are c-soft (G,II. e.fj. For each 1t ) 0, we define the differential

d, : Ar(17; e() ---> A o_r{11; l)
P

by dit't" :) (-tfjr where
[:0

iu : l{io... io + Aio... ir"... ip

is the inclusion map. In addition, the inclusions g(ro-->9{ define an aug-
mentation map A.*Q);=L) -- 9!.

We claimthatthe complex '€.(11;*) is aresolutionof 1. Let r be
a point of X, and"let s - (i0, ...,ir) be the sequence of integers d such
that re Ui. Then A..QI;=C)" is the alternating chain complex of the
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p-simplex s with coefficients 9(,. This proves the exactness of the aug-
mented complex of c-soft sheaves

o -->'€^(1!;4) ! . . . !'€n(t;:z) --- sE --> 0 .

Applying the functor f", we obtain the exact sequence

0 -+ C, (ll; :t 
") 

* . . . --> coll,; l[!") ---> f"(9t) --> 0

(G, p. 154). This concludes the proof.

The discussion of the d.ouble complex C.(17; eZ'") ma,y now be completed:

Theorem 1.3. Let 17 be an open coaer of a locally compact Hausilorff
space X. Let -4,' be a complex of c-soft shea,nes om X. Thenthereis a spectral,

sequence "E with

"E!' 
: C-o1l; Hc(4;))

conuerg'ing to H' (1"(X; t4')).
Proof : Let E be a finite subfamily of 1I. Then the second. spectral

sequence of the double complex

Ctr; : C]E;el|\

degenerates by Lemma 1.2. Hence the augmentation map

Cx. -t f"(V;'-t') ,

where Z : UE , induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
The complex C" is the direct limit of the subcomplexes C*i , and. also

l"(X;sZ'\ : ry T"(V; :t') .

By the exactness of the functor lim, rve infer that the augmentation map_>

C" --> T"(X;'-(.'1

induces an isomorphism on cohomology

H'(C") 5 ä'(1i(ri'!')) .

Hence the first spectral sequence of C" has the desired properties.

Now we return to the situation at the beginning of this section. Let U
be an open subset of X. There is a canorrical injection

Hom",o*i, F )U, 9 lU) -+ Hom",o*(J,.$)
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which induces homomorphisms of derived functors

Extiar,, (7la ,,qlU) -->E-xti,6*Q ,9) .

Ifence

U e> Hxti,u*,u (1la ,flla)
becomes a precosheaf which is denoted. by exti,6*F ,,9). Clearly, this
precosheaf is H"(9{.-,ox(V ,n)').) fo* any injective resolution +7' of .9 .

Since the sheaves gL*o*(Z ,?r) &re are flabby, and. hence c-soft,, we

may applSr Theorem 1.3 to the complex c)(o*u*F ,7') obtaining

Corollary 1.4. Let X and, '(j be ()*-Mod,ules. Then, for each ogten

coaer 17 of X, there i,s a spectral sequence "E wi,th

"E'r, - C-,QL;ext!,u*F ,9))
conaergi,ng to Ext",6*(V ,9).

2. Composition product for Ext

Let 7 ,§ , arrd. c)( be @"-Modules. For any families of supports g
and. y, the composition of homomorphisms defines a linear map

flomn,oa F ,'q) I Homr,ox (9 ,'X) -->Homrn*,o*(1 ,9Q.

We propose to show how this map induces a canonical composition product
for the groups Ext with supports (cf. Cartier [2]).

Let t)' and !' be injective resolutions of 7 and j in the category
of @*-Modules. We define a complex Hom*,a, fJ' ,7') by

Hom[,u* p' ,?'):-;]'uorr*,o*(?n ,')t+n1 .

P:0

The differential is given by

df : 16o+t " fP + (-t;,*t fo+' " do),,,

for f : (f o) e Hom[,o* 1l)' , ')'). The q-cycles of this complex are chain
maps of degree q from 2)' lo q', and. q-bound,aries are those which are
homotopic to zaro.

We shall show that the complex Homr,u* (1)' ,')') is cohomologically

equivalent to Hornr,os F ,?').
\4re first prove
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Lemma 2.1. Let 1tt be a sub-Moil,ule of an @*-Mod'ule ''ll' Let ?
O" an iniec,ttae @*-Mod,ule. Then each @y-Mod,ule hotnomorphi,sm f: ?'ll -> 7

may be ec:tend,ed, io a homomorpth'i,sm, g:''tl->? suchthat sttpp g : suPP,f'
'Proof: Let U be the complement' of X: supp.f in X' Denote by

,illu th; sheaf which ind.uces c)lllu on IJ and the zerosheafon l,(G, p.

138). It is clear that ')'ltu is a sub-@*-Module of ?7t a:nd' f(?\Lu) : 0'

Since '')lunnn:111u, it ispossibletoextend / to ahomomorphism

f' :lluU-cl'11.->? by defining f' :0 it n7u' Then, foreachextension
'g:11 

"->? of f it is true that supp g: n' This completes the proof'

Returning to our previous notation, we now easily see by means of

Lemma zJ (cf. Cartier [2], Th6oreme I) that the canonical homomorphism

Homr,oa P' ,7') -> Hom*,6* F ,7')

ind.uces an isomorphism on cohomology

Ht(Id.orr*,o*p' ,7'» SFxlq*,oy7 ,9) .

Now let X' be an injective resolution of the third @.r-Mod.ule 9(.

Then the composition defines a map

Homn,oy P' ,?') I Homr,6, (7' ,x') ---Homrn.r,o*(?' 

"X')
which is compatible with the differentials. From what has preceded. it will

be seen that this ind.uces product's

ExtP,,6* F ,9) I Ext[,,6r, 1'€, ,9Q + Extf,f,q",o x(l ,9t) '

It, is clear that this composition product for the groups Ext with supports

is associative.
In the rest of this section we shall consid.er the case in which I is the

family of all closed' subsets of X and v: a' We also assume that X
is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then we have the composition pro-

d.ucts

Extpr* (7 ,g) @ Extio,. (9 ,9t) +Ext[[[ (1 ,9()

which clearly define a Pairing

exL$*(V ,9) A exl!.o*(g ,9q--->ext!,+6q)rQ ,9q

from a presheaf and. a precosheafto a precosheafin an obvious sense'

R,ecalting the spectral sequences of Proposition 1.1 and Corollary |.4'

we may now state
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Theorem 2.2. Let 7 ,9 , anil g(. be @*_Mod,ules. Then, for each
open coaer A of X, there is a pai,ring of spectral sequences E 6 "E 

-__> 
"Ecompati,ble wi,th the composition prod,uct of abutments

Extr, (7 ,9) 6 Ext",r, (g ,9q __+ Dxt",a, (V ,g()
such tkat the pairing of Er-terms

Ct'(II;extqå*(J ,9» A C_p,(ll;ext!,u*(fl ,g())_->C_0,_0,(lI;ext!,$§(J ,c)())

is a cap prod,uct on cochains and, cha,i,ns (e.g. Spanier 16), p. 2Ea).
Pro1f : - Le! 7' ,^7.' , ?L K_ be injective resolutions of J, .5, and. 9(,

respectively. Let 9(.u"u*(7' ,7') d.enote the complex of sheaves defi-
ned by 7 r-+ Hom, x P'lU ,7'lu). The sheaves g{,.,"oo*(l). ,?.) :
T9("*or(7t,Jt+t1 are flabby. Hence the double complex Ci' :
C'("ll;%-"-.ox(7',7'U may be used. for the construction of the spectral
sequence of Extr, (Z ,g).

n'or the s&me re&son, the spectral sequences of Ext",6* (f ,rlt1 and.

Exti,6, (f ,9{.) may be defined by means of the double complexes Cr' :
C.(17;9L"-o*(7' , X';,1 resp. C| : C.$;%o*ox(?' ,X')"). Then a cap
product on cochains and. chains induces a pairing of double complexes

C;' I C;'--- C;' .

since a cap product is compatible with augmentations, this pairing defines
a pairing of spectral sequences which is compatible with the composition
product of abutments. This completes the proof.

3. Cohomology of the sheaves f,Je,

From now on we shall assume that X is a complex analytic manifold.
of complex dimension n, anrd denote by @* the sheaf of germs of holo-
morphic functions on x. since x is a locally compact Hausdorff space,
all the results of sections I and. 2 may be applied here.

Lef gP, d.enote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic p-differential forms
on X, in particular @, : f)! . There exist canonical resolutions of the
following type

o..-> e\..-'a# Lr,; L . . .L=y...,o
(cf. GR, p. I8 ). Here Ze; denotes the sheaf of germs of exterior differ-
ential forms of class C' and of bidegree (p, q) on X. The differential
d" is the complex exterior differentiation operator of type (0, t).
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Since the sheaves Zff are fine, these resolutions may be used. for the
calculation of the cohomology groups of Q\:

Ho(X; Ail : HcQ(Zp;)) ,

Hr"(X; Qk) : Hc(|"('åP;)) .

We shall apply these formulae when X is a polyd.omain in C", i.e.
X:U:UrX...xa^, where Ui, is a subdomainof C for
,i: l, . . . ,n. We first recall the following well-known result (GP", p. 185).

Proposition 3.1. Let U be a conoe& polyd,omain'in C". Then

Hc(U;@r):0 for qlt.
In order to calculate the cohomology groups with compact supports of

a convex polydomain U in C", we consider the complex

o =>§po L *, L . . . \ s,^ --- o ,

where 1-tpc: \U;f:t;1. Derivating partially the components of a dif-
ferential form rve obtain the differential operators

6i :Z»Pq -- fflru ,

Further \4re d.efine for each i : 0, 1, . , n a differential
$lpq -> %d,q + I bV

->nr, Ä;'iv.
.l: I

integral operators

V(2t,..,e ,. ,z*) 7% n -zE, - 
ai /\ 0,e

ry.5kL

support of T t V is not compact in general.

operator d'; :

fn

L

)

tI
r€

d,

vk)rti
'ty
w(

particular,
Finall5,, w

ve the prol
25). I{ote, J

ere call

ltt/. (

L

d

he

v

d';

re

I
v

,he

zri 
,

atL

d

d
tl

I

'*i

,11(

^,t

,

v
1A

AI

;ha

ö;g
t,h

I

ha
p.

pert rT
ho ever

Lemma 3.2. If q e 9tpc sati,sfies d'iV:0 and, does not i,naolue

dZL 

^, 
... A dZa, then q: dilp for some y; e $tp'c-t.

Proof : If i, :0 , there are no non-zero differential forms g satis-
fying the cond.itions, and. the assertion is trivially true. For the general case,

we proceed by induction, writing

V - d. + dz, A §
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where oc and p do not involve d,a. Then

0 : d| I : d!_ra { d,Z; A (äru - d!_rp)

implies ö;x: d|*r§. Applying the operator T;, we obtain

a : Ti ili_, § : di_, T, fr

Let u be a C*-function depend.ing on zr only, such lhat a: I in
a neighbourhoodof the support of or, anrl a :0 for z; outsid.e a compact
subset of L:i. Then

o(:@o:d'i-r@Tr§)
u'here @Tr§ egAP'c-t.

Let us consider the difference

e - d"!(aT; §) : d'ä' A (B - a'6 f ' P\1 '

If E does not involve dZLA... AdEi,, then B, and hence y:P-
ät(off$), cannot involve d4 A, . . . A il1,-r. In addition, diE :0 implies
d'i-rT :0. The induction hypothesis then showsthat' y - d'i,-, d forsome
ö e%P'c-z. Thus

q:il'!(atTtB-d,& A d) .

This completes the proof.

For the next lemma, we denote by Hr, 'i, : 0, . . . , fr, the set of func-
tions / eC*(U) which are holomorphic in the variables z1t,.. tzit or
equivalentlSr, satisfy dif :0. fnparticular, ä" is Ip;@fi.

Lemma 3.3. If q e§],"" satisti,es llq :0 for al,l f e H;, then I :
d,'i ,p for some y e.9)"'"-r .

Proof : If i:0, then Jfp:0 for all /€ C*(U) implies 9:0,
and. the assertion holds trivially. The general case is proved. by induction
on i,.

Let ot be a C*-function depending on zi orullt such that ar: I in
a, conr,ex neighbourhood C'-r X Vr X C"-i of the support of V and
r,r : 0 for z; outsid.e a compact subset of Ut

Writing I : d,2i I a, we then obtain

cl!! (coT,a) : d,4 A Dr(aT ru)

:atilZ A or*drrtil| A Ttu:V+ä,aTiq.

Hence it suffices to show that äia; T;g : il,'rp for some p e '1"'"-r.
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\{e claim lhat Jf öp T;p :0 for / e Hr-,.. For each pair of complex
numbers ( , (', t'he function

g:e,(z) : * förco (z1t .. ., e',. ., zn)

is integrable, and

1

-a1'/ . 

- 

IeL5

r
I f o,* Ti s

J

r
J

where

JG,e): lec,v.
J

Nov' 9,.-, € 11;, and hence J(e , 'ts'): 0, if ( is not in [/i. By analytic
continuation this implies J(e , e'): 0 for ( outside the convex set Yi.
On the ot'her hand g*,: O if e'€ Z;, since 6iro:0. Hence J(C, C):0
forall f €C concludingtheproof of -[fä;aT;q:g.

The induction assumption then implies 6;aT;g: d!-r§, and hence
d':0, if the term of B which does not involve il,h is o:nritted. This completes
the proof.

Let C(tl) denote the vector space of all continuous complex-valued,
functions defined. in U. With the topology of uniform convergence on
compact, subsets of U, the space Cg) becomes a tr'r6chet space. Its
topological dual consists of measures with compact support on U (Bour-
baki pl, p. 73).

The space l(U;@o1 of holomorphic functions on [/ is a closed. sub-
space of C(U). Hence it is a X'r6chet space. Its topological dual is denoted
by T(Lt;@r1'.

Proposition 3.4. Let tl be a, conue'il polydoma'in 'in
HX(,Lr; A7r) - 0 fo, p * rb, a,nd H:(U; A?_,) ,s ca,TLoni,cally

to T(L ;'Ar)' .

p 1*n.
To show thaf Hi(U; O[) is isomorphic to the dual of l(U;@) we

first define a pairing

\U;@.") 6 9b"" --->C

by (/, d*Ifg. By Lemma 3.3 this induces an injective map

Cn. Tlten
'isomorplti,c

wheneYer

H:(u; a?,) --+ r(u; @u)'
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To prove the surjectivity, we consider a continuous linear form
u: l(U;@r)-C . By the Hahn-Banach theorem, u mary be extendedto
a continuous linear forur on C( t/). Hence there is a compact measure p
ot U such that

4. Duality for coherent sheaves

In this section we continue to assume that X is a complex analytic
manifold of dimension n. Our aim is to give a generalization of the d.ualit;r
of Proposition 3.4 for coherent sheaves. This is d.one in two cases: in Theorem
4.5 for compact, manifolds and in Theorem 4.6 for Stein manifolds.

In the preceding section we have seen that the exterior product of
differential forms induces a map

Hp(X;@") a HX6;9k) * Hr"+r(X; t/*) .

L4

u(f): ltor
J

for each f in l(tJ;@). To complete the proof, we show that there is a
C*-measure with the same property.

Let d d.enote the distance from the support of p lo the boundar_r, of
U. Let e be a C--function of a real variable such that

öfr
J r t(rz) d, : 

Zn

and. e(z):0 for *> A\zn), and define a C*-function a-, by

at(z) : e(lzll2) . . . e(lz"lz) .

Let / be a holomorphic function in U. Then, by the mean value theorem

I

f("): l,Q-)f@dr
J

where z is the Lebesgue measure, at each point, a of supp 12. Hence

r
E@): I *,dp

J
where o,(e) : @(e - a), is a C'-function such that,

II
I fap: I fqa,

JJ
and, supp g is a compact subset of Ll . This completes the proof.
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It is not difficult to show that this agrees, up to sign, with the composition
product

Extt, (@*,@'*) 6r Ext!,r, (@", Qk) -+ Extf|! (@*, Q\) .

In case p : 0 each prod.uct defines the natural f(X;@*)-mod.ule structure
of Hi6; O!). This is the only case which will be needed in the following.

The sections of '8T may be consid.ered as me&sures on X. Those
with compact support are of finite total mass. Hence the integral
defines a linear map |"(X;ZT) ---> C. Since Jd"E : Idq :0 for
E e l"(X;'t|"-r, by Stokes' theorem, this map may be factored. through
H"(|"(X;Z?)). The induced homomorphism H!(X;A\)-->C will be
referred to as the trace map-

LeL 7 be an @-r-Module. By composing the trace map and the com-
position product, we obtain a pairing

Hp(X;7) 6 ExtirP, F, A\)--->C .

In case X is a convex polydomain in Cn and V : @-*, this pairing
defines an isomorphism of Exfi,rrp* (@x, Qk) onto the topological dual of
Hp(X;@") by Proposition 3.4. fn ortler to prorre this duality in other cases,

we extend the pairing to spectral sequences. X'or this purpose, C is con-
sidered as a degenerate spectral sequence whose only non-vanishing terms
are Do,":C, rlL.

Let tI be an open cover of X. By Corollary 1.4, there is a spectral
sequence converging to H)@; A1|, such that

Elr: C_p!I hr"(Qk»

where h'"(Qk) denotes the precosheaf U ---> Hs"(U; A\). To the trivial
open cover, which consists of only one set X, there corresponds the de-
generate spectral sequence Df;, : Hq"(X; Q\), r ) L. The augmenta-
tion map

C o!t. ; hq"(Q\)) ---> Hi@; Q\)

may be extend.ed to a natural homomorphism of these spectral sequences
since U is a refinement of the trivial ope[ correr. The trace map
Hi6; Qk)-C may also be regarded as a homomorphism of degenerate
spectral sequences. Composing these homomorphisms, r,e obtain

Proposition 4.1. Let '/.7 be an open coaer of X. Then the trace magt

Hi6; Ak) - C may be ertend,ed, to a homomorphism of spectral, sequences

such that the hornoru,orphism, of Er-terms

C,QT; hi@k)) - C

'is the sum of the trace maps Hi(U; Ak) - C where U eU .
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Let V be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. We recall that there is
a natural way of introd.ucing a topology into the vector space of sections

fQ;V) over any open subset U of X, so that this becomes a Fr6chet

space (GR, pp.237,239). If 7:«)x, then the space of sections has the
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. The maps f (L'; 1) -->

f@; j) induced by a homomorphism of coherent'sheaves 7 --->'?1 arc
continuous, as well as the restriction maps J-( U;7)* f(;7) for open

sets v c u c x. This implies the continuity of the differentials of the
complex C'(1J;7) for any open cover U of X.

fn order to deal u,ith the duality of topological vector spaces: \r:e re-

produce two lemmas of Serre [5].

Lemma 4.2. Let E,F, anil G be Fröchet spaces. Let u:E -->F and,

u: n ---> G be continuous linear maps such that a o 'tt : 0. Let 'u,': F' ---> E'
anil, a' : G' -> I' denote the ad,joi,nt maps of u anil, u.

Then,if imu and, ima areclosed, H:kerulimu isa?röchetspa,ce,
and, its topolog'i,cal dual H' is 'i,soniorph'ic to kq u'lim u' .

Proof: Since the quotient of a X'r6chet space by a closed subspace is

a X'r6chet, space, the first, assertion follows immediatel-v'
Let f: E ---, C be an element of ker zr'. Then /(im u) : 0- and /

defines a continuous linear form h on H. If f e im u', then /(ker u) : g,

arrd hence h : O. Inversely, ]f h :0, then / is induced b;' a linear form
g, on im a. By the open mapping theorem, g, is continuous. Hence ii may
be extend.ed. to a corrtinuous linear form g ot G by the Hahn-Banach

theorem. Then / : a'(g) € im o'. Thus ket u'fim u' may be identified
with a subspace of H'.

on the other hand., each element of H' defines a continuols lilear
form on ker o, and this may be extended to .E' by ttre Hahn-Batrach

theorem. Hence each continuous linear form on 11 is induced b1, s11 element

of ker u'. This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.3. Let E and, F be Frichet spaces q,nd, u'. E *> E fl, con-

t'inuous l'i,near map. If the d,imension of nlimu i,s fini,te, then' irnu is

closerl in ?.
Proof : Leb G denote ?limu with the natural Hausdorff topology,

and let a be aright inverse to the projection n -> G. Then 'u is continuous,
aled E XG isaFr6chetspace.Themap v1 :(u,o) from ExG to I
is surjective, and. hence open by the open ma,pping theorem. Since

eo-1 (irn u): E is closed., im,r is closed h I.

We now prove a preliminary form of the d.ua,lity theorem.
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Proposition 4.4. Let X be aholornorphi,cally conaer open subset of C"'
Let 7 be a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that there is a finite free re-

solution

0 -->()ik --->();h-1--->. . . -r{,'*--->J --->0 .

Then Ext!,0*(J, Ok) : 0 for P * n and, the pairing

Ho(X;z) 6 Extiu *(J, Q\) --- C

d,efi,nes an isomorythism of Exti6* G, Ok) onto the topologi,cal du,al o!

f(X;71.
Proof : W-e assume first that f :'4.x. Let 11. be a count'abie familv

of convex polydomains covering X. By Proposition 1.1, there is a spectral
sequence ,E convergingto H'(X;@r), such that

Dlo : CP(11,;hs(@;) ,

where hs(@x) denotesthepresheaf (J r->Hr(U;@r). Since Hc(Drfix): A

for q ) 0 whenever [/ is & con.rrex polyd.omain, we have El' : 0 for
q> 0. On the other hand, each "E{0 is a countable product of Frdchet
spa,ces, hence a Fr6chet, space.

BY Corollary 1.4. there is a spectral sequence "E converging tc
Ext",u, (@",9k) : H',(X; Q!r) such that

"Eor': C-p(A;hq"@\)).

From Proposition 3.4 u,e infer that "E'r' 
:0 for q * n, ancl hence

"Eor^ 
: Hp"+"(X; 9\).

Composing tlie pairing E I "E '-> "E of Theorem 2.2 und the homo-

morphism "E --> C of Proposition 4. 1, r,r'e obtain a pairing of spectral
sequences

E I "E--->C.
By Proposition 3.4 this pairing d.efines an isonrorphism of "Ero'" ontothe
topological dual of E,ro. Since Hr{E;o) - Eg' - ['lr(X;@*) :0 for
p)0, Lemma 4.2 implies that HP("E;"):"8t":0 for p<0 and

"Df;" 
: Hi@; 9\r) is isomorphic to the dual of Ho(Ero): H0(Xi4)*1.

This proves the proposition in case 7 :4'x.
To complete the proof, rve proceed. b5z induction on the length ä of

the resolution of 7. The case fu : 0 is sett'led by the add.itivit-v of the
functors ä' and Ext".

Let us assume that the assertion is true for the kernel '(j of the epi-
morphism &"* --- I. The sequellce of sections

0 -+ I'(X;'1) --> f (X;'&'*) -+ f 6; J) -> 0
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is exact,, since X is holomorphically convex. By Lemma 4.2 its dual
sequence

is also exact. By comparing this with the exact sequence of Ext", we see

that the assertion holds for 7.

Theorem 4.5. Let X be a compact compler analytic m'ani,fold, of d,i,-

mensi,on n. Let 1 be a coherent analyti,c sheaf on X. Then Exti;P, F, Ak)

is canonically isomorphic to the d,ual of ltt(X;1).
Note that, the space HP(X;7) is of finit'e dimension.
Proof: Since 7 is coherent, for each point r of X there is an open

neighbourhood U such that VIU has a finite free resolution (GR, p. f 38).

Let U be a finite family of holomorphically convex coordinate neigh-
bourhood.s with this property covering X.

Let us consid.er the spectral sequences E arrd "E of H'(X;J) and
Ext",r* (1, Ak) with respect to tI. Composing the pairing of Theorem 2.2

with the homomorphism of Proposition 4.I, we obtain a pairing of spectral
sequences E 6 "E --.>C. Since finite intersections of holomorphically
convex open sets are holomorphicall5r convex, we infer b), Proposition 4.4

that this pairing defines an isomorphism of

"Ero'" 
: Co1J; exti,u*G, A\))

onto the topological dual of Elo : Ct(11;7), and that t'he other terms
vanish. Then Lemma 4.2 implies that

F,xb!,7!*Q, Qk) : "Ert'" : Ho(§; ext'i,6*Gi, Ak))

is isomorphic to the dual of HP(X;V): EEo : Hp(ll;f) provided the
differentials of the complex C'(U,;Z) have closed rarge. But this follows
from Lemma 4.3, since Hp(X;7; is finite dimensional b5r ffis compactness
of X (GR, p.2a5).

Theorem 4.6. Let X be a Btei'n mani'fold, of comTtler d,imens'i,on n.
Let V be a coherent analyti,c slteaf on X. Then Ext(,o*(7, Qk) :0 for
p * n and, F.xl!,u*F, Ak) is isomorphi,ctothetopological,d,ualof H0(X;V).

Proof : The topology of a Stein manifold has a countable base by de-

finition. Hence X may be covered with a countable family tI of open
holomorphically convex coord.inate neighbourhoods U with the property
t]nat 7lU has a finite free resolution. The proof is then completed as in
the first part of Proposition 4.4, noting that Hp(X;f) : 0 for gt > 0

by Cartan's Theorem B (GR, p. 2a3).

Department of mathematics,
University of Helsinki.
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